Outstanding Production Design For A Narrative Contemporary Program (One Hour Or More)

AJ And The Queen
New York City
The story begins at the end of an era as Robert (aka Ruby Red) prepares for a new adventure. Elsewhere, young AJ endures the mean streets of Manhattan.

All Rise
The Tale Of Three Arraignments
Lola and Mark find themselves in trouble for pushing their bosses too hard in their pursuit of justice and fair play. As punishment, Lola is assigned to arraignment court, while Mark is bumped down to the Charge Evaluation Unit. Also, their law school friend, powerhouse attorney Rachel Audubon, witnesses all.

American Son
American Son tells the story of Kendra Ellis-Connor (Kerry Washington), the mother of a missing teenage boy, as she struggles to put pieces together in a police station. The adaptation presents four viewpoints and navigates the dynamic of an interracial couple raising a mixed-race son.

Bad Education
Frank Tassone and Pam Gluckin who reign over a Long Island school district on the verge of the nation’s top spot, spurring record college admissions and property values. When an embezzlement scheme surfaces that threatens to destroy all they’ve built, Frank is forced to maintain order—by whatever means necessary.

The Baker And The Beauty
Pilot
Daniel Garcia is working in the family bakery and doing everything that his loving Cuban parents and siblings expect him to do. But on a wild Miami night, he meets Noa Hamilton and his life moves into the spotlight.

The Baker And The Beauty
Side Effects
Noa and Daniel’s worlds are turned upside down when Vanessa ignites a scandal. As Noa works overtime to salvage the reputation of her company and ease tensions with her board of directors, Daniel tries to smooth things over with his family.
**Better Call Saul**

Something Unforgivable

Jimmy and Kim make a sideways move that takes a serious turn. Nacho gets closer to the cartel than he’d like.

---

**Better Call Saul**

JMM

Jimmy and Kim build a legal firewall with help from Huell. Kim sets things straight with her clients as Jimmy is compromised by his. Gus, at war on all fronts, calms troubled waters in service of his plot to build an empire. Mike does damage control.

Bagman

When a simple errand for a client goes sideways, Jimmy is pushed to the limit. Mike takes measures to contain the wrath of the cartel, and Lalo gets an unexpected visitor.

---

**Big Little Lies**

What Have They Done?

Season Two Premiere. Madeline worries about Bonnie's state of mind. Jane learns that people in town are talking about the "Monterey Five."

The Bad Mother

Celeste is blindsided by Mary Louise. Bonnie contemplates a relief from her ongoing guilt.

I Want to Know

Season Two Finale. Celeste questions Mary Louise about a tragic event from Perry’s childhood.

---

**Billions**

Beg, Bribe, Bully

Chuck returns to his alma mater to pursue an opportunity. Axe's big venture is sidelined by a family crisis. Taylor asserts independence with a risky play. Chuck puts Wendy in an awkward position.

---

**Black Mirror**

Rachel, Jack And Ashley Too

A lonely teen becomes obsessed with a robot doll based on her pop star idol, Ashley O -- just as the real life Ashley's life begins to unravel.

---

**Black Mirror**

Smithereens

A London rideshare driver ignites an international crisis when he kidnaps a worker from a social media company.

---

**Blow The Man Down**

Welcome to Easter Cove, a salty fishing village on Maine's rocky coast. Grieving the loss of their mother, Mary Beth & Priscilla Connolly cover up a gruesome run-in with a dangerous man, which leads them deeper into Easter Cove’s underbelly where they uncover the town matriarchs’ darkest secrets.
**The Boys**

The Female Of The Species

The Boys follow the Compound V trail where they discover The Female. Meanwhile, Madelyn Stillwell’s plan to get Supes into national defense is derailed.

---

**Briarpatch**

Terrible, Shocking Things

Jake throws a party. Allegra discovers a secret. A mysterious figure arrives, offering warnings and vodka sodas.

---

**Cherish The Day**

Cherish The Day chronicles the stirring relationship of one couple, with each episode spanning a single day. The narrative unfolds to reveal significant moments in a relationship that compel us to hold true to the ones we love, from the extraordinary to the everyday.

---

**Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina**

Chapter Twenty-One: The Hellbound Heart


Chapter Twenty-Two: Drag Me To Hell

In Greendale, Sabrina explores a new hobby... and a disturbing duty. Elsewhere, Prudence and Ambrose continue their search for Father Blackwood.

---

**Council Of Dads**

Pilot

The Perry family comes together to deal with dad Scott Perry’s health crisis. Scott reveals he has a plan to create a “Council of Dads” that would be there for the family if anything should happen to him.

---

**Dare Me**

Mutually Assured Destruction

While Addy tries to ensure Colette’s secret is safe with Beth, Colette makes a decision about Will.

---

**David Makes Man**

Love Or Poetize These Hoes

Home after losing her job, Gloria takes an active role in her sons’ personal lives; David attends the school dance with his crush, Tare; Sky gives advice to David about how to talk to girls and reveals more about his relationship with Raynan.

---

**Daybreak**

Josh vs. The Apocalypse: Part 1

Sure, Los Angeles is now a post-apocalyptic wasteland, but it’s not all bad. In fact, for C-student survivor Josh Wheeler, it’s a big improvement.
Defending Jacob
Defending Jacob unfolds around a shocking crime that rocks a small Massachusetts town and one family in particular, forcing an assistant district attorney to choose between his sworn duty to uphold justice and his unconditional love for his son.

Devs
A young software engineer, Lily Chan, investigates the secretive development division of her employer, a cutting-edge tech company based in Silicon Valley, which she believes is behind the murder of her boyfriend.

Dispatches From Elsewhere
Clara
The game begins to have a deeper impact on our team’s lives in the real world; the mystery of Clara’s disappearance deepens as the gang learns the full story; fresh clues take the game in a new direction.

The Eddy
Elliot
As jazz club owner Elliot juggles financial problems, band tensions and a visit from his teenage daughter, a shocking turn of events upends his life.

El Camino: A Breaking Bad Movie
In the wake of his dramatic escape from captivity, Jesse must come to terms with his past in order to forge some kind of future.

Euphoria
Shook Ones Pt. II
Rue tries to get clean for Jules and chaperones Gia at the carnival. Jules encounters Cal with his family. Cassie and Maddy, annoyed at their boyfriends, decide to do molly together. Kat hangs out with Ethan until she misreads a situation. Nate reveals who he really is.

Euphoria
The Trials And Tribulations Of Trying To Pee While Depressed
Rue falls into a depressive episode and binge-watches 22 episodes of a British reality show; Jules visits an old friend; Cassie looks for advice to help her deal with the fallout of Halloween night.
And Salt The Earth Behind You
In the Season One Finale, it’s the winter formal at East Highland.

Evil
177 Minutes
Kristen, David and Ben are called to investigate a supposed miracle when a 17-year-old soccer player, comes back to life after she had been declared dead for almost two hours. Also, Kristen meets with her former boss, Lewis Cormier, at the Queens DA’s office where she runs into Leland Townsend.
The Feed
Episode 1
In the near future, people’s minds are connected to The Feed, giving them instant connectivity. When something or someone invades The Feed, its creator must seek the help of his estranged son.

For Life
I Used To Be Like You (Pilot)
An incarcerated man becomes a lawyer, litigating cases for other inmates while fighting to overturn his own wrongful conviction. Aaron's struggle, and his complicated relationship with a female prison warden explores the flaws in our penal and legal systems.

For Life
Daylight
Aaron pushes to represent longtime inmate Easley Barton, hoping that winning this 23 year old case against Maskins will strengthen his own. Captain Foster continues his drug smuggling racket as Safiya closes in. Marie struggles with her break up with Darius as she continues to help Aaron in his case.

Four Weddings And A Funeral
Maya, communications director for a New York senatorial campaign, receives a wedding invitation from her college schoolmate now living in London. She leaves her professional and personal life behind, in favor of traveling to England and reconnecting with old friends and ends up in the midst of their personal crises.

Goliath
The Subsidence Adventure
The unexpected death of an old friend takes Billy McBride to California’s Central Valley, where a record drought has made water more valuable than human life.
Argus 2: Battledome
As Billy and Patty make their first appearance in court, their class action is threatened when they walk into traps set for them by the Blackwoods.
Conscious Uncoupling
Billy puts Wade Blackwood on the stand and under oath in an attempt to convince the court that the Blackwoods are hiding something.

The Good Doctor
Hurt
In the first episode of the two-part season finale, the city of San Jose is rocked by a massive earthquake that puts the staff of St. Bonaventure Hospital on high alert as they race to assess the damage and account for the safety of their colleagues and friends.

Good Trouble
Trap Heals
The Coterie members attend Trap Heals while facing tough decisions. Malika feels the weight of her fractured family and Isaac's anxiety. Callie deals with a moral dilemma. Mariana is blindsided by a confession from someone. Gael struggles with Dennis’ request and Davia worries about rocking the boat at school.
Grand Hotel
Smokeshow
Gigi attempts to step in when El Rey’s performance gets out of control; Danny's cover is blown; Ingrid’s deception forces Javi to step up.

The Handmaid’s Tale
Household
June accompanies the Waterfords to Washington D.C., where a powerful family offers a glimpse of the future of Gilead. June makes an important connection as she attempts to protect Nichole.

Hightown
The Best You’ll Feel All Day
Jackie goes on a bender, threatening everything she’s got going for her, throwing her sobriety out the window, and ultimately putting Krista Collins in danger like never before. Junior has to prove himself in a new way. Ray and Renee go on a date.

Homeland
Chalk Two Down
Carrie chases answers. Max attempts a rescue. G’ulom takes an opportunity.

Jett
Daisy
Hoping to go straight, recently paroled master thief Daisy "Jett" Kowalski is enlisted by crime boss Charlie Baudelaire to steal a ring from Miljan Bestic, an Eastern European overlord living in Cuba.

Killing Eve
Are You From Pinner?
Villanelle returns home to Mother Russia to try to find her family. Perhaps a new connection to her roots will give her back what’s been missing from her life.

The L Word: Generation Q
Let’s Do It Again
Ten years after we last left them, we find Bette running for mayor of Los Angeles; Shane as she returns to the city after a setback; and Alice learning to balance co-parenting with her fiancée Nat and Nat’s ex-wife Gigi and the rising success of her talk show.

Lincoln Rhyme: Hunt For The Bone Collector
Game On
The Bone Collector challenges Lincoln, Amelia, and the team with a trifecta of victims across New York City. But as our team races to solve the clue trails before it’s too late, Lincoln must come to terms with the Bone Collector's real target - his own ego.
**Locke & Key**
*Welcome To Matheson*
After the Lockes move into Keyhouse, Bode makes a new acquaintance - and a startling discovery. Tyler and Kinsey try to start over at a new high school.

**Lodge 49**
*Le Reve Impossible*
In a foreign land, the Lynx search for the Grail and Ernie embraces his fate. Janet pulls Liz into a scheme. Blammo.

**Looking For Alaska**
*Tell Them I Said Something*
An expulsion ignites an escalating prank war with the Weekday Warriors as both sides try and discover who is "the rat" inside Culver Creek. Miles finds his future at the school at risk and his loyalty to his new friends tested.

**The Loudest Voice**
*2001*
9/11 changes everything. Emboldened and horrified by this terrorist attack on American soil, Roger begins pushing the news with an agenda, using his network to help drive the Bush Administration’s push to war in Iraq and finally putting Fox on top of the ratings race.

**Marvel's Jessica Jones**
*A.K.A. You're Welcome*
Tensions run high between Jessica and Trish as Trish hones her new catlike skills and scours the city for a chance to be a hero.

**Mayans M.C.**
*Xbalanque*
The Reyes family is divided and the M.C. uncovers an internal leak.

**Messiah**
*He That Hath An Ear*
Believing he miraculously delivered Damascus from ruin, a throng follows a man they call al-Masih into the desert, raising suspicions in the CIA.

**The Morning Show**
*In The Dark Night Of The Soul It's Always 3:30 In The Morning*
America's favorite morning news show is thrown into crisis when it becomes the news.

**Motherland: Fort Salem**
*Say The Words*
Set in an alternate America where witches city a deal 300 years ago with the government to become the military and defend the country.
Mr. Robot
405 Method Not Allowed
no xmas lolz for dom. dareliiot gives a run-around. krista plays hookie. quiet pls, the show is on.

The New Pope
Episode 9
John Paul III addresses his followers with a message of love that resonates. A historic meeting of the minds occurs after six children and their teacher are taken hostage. As the Church prepares for battle, Voiello receives a visit from a man close to the caliph.

9-1-1
Sink Or Swim
A massive tsunami hits the Santa Monica Pier, placing Buck and Christopher's lives in danger.

9-1-1: Lone Star
Pilot
Owen Strand, the lone survivor of his Manhattan firehouse on 9/11, takes his progressive philosophies of life and firefighting down to Austin, Texas, where he helps the firefighters of Firehouse 126 start anew.

NOS4A2
Scissors For The Drifter
Vic finds herself trapped. Manx runs into trouble and calls Bing for help.

Orange Is The New Black
God Bless America
Maria tries to make peace with Gloria. Karla and Blanca plead their cases. Figueroa stands up to Litvack. Piper attends a posh fundraiser with Zelda.

Our Boys
Chapter 2: I Love Toto
Our Boys is based on the true events which led to the outbreak of war in Gaza in 2014. The series follows the investigation of Muhammad Abu Khdeir's murder, and tells the story of all those involved, Jews and Arabs alike, whose lives were forever changed by these events.

Outer Banks
Pilot
After a hurricane, John B, JJ, Pope and Kiara plunge headlong into danger and adventure when they find a mysterious sunken wreck.
The Outsider
Fish In A Barrel
When the body of an 11-year-old boy is found in Georgia, detective Ralph Anderson launches an investigation into the gruesome murder. With eyewitnesses and physical evidence pointing to local teacher and baseball coach Terry Maitland, Ralph makes a public arrest but is perplexed by Terry's indifference to hiding his crime.

Ozark
Wartime
Marty is pressured to move money ahead of schedule, Wendy pitches a high-stakes plan, Wyatt lives the good life, and Ruth butts heads in the casino.

Perpetual Grace, LTD
Eleven
In the premiere of this modern noir drama series, Pa (Sir Ben Kingsley) and Ma (Jacki Weaver) discover drug addict James (Jimmi Simpson) on an empty New Mexico road and bring him to their ranch in Half Acre, NM.

The Politician
Pilot
After a charismatic candidate joins the race for student body president, Payton searches for a running mate who will make him seem more authentic.

Queen Of The South
Bienvenidos A Nueva Orleans
Teresa expands her business and proves herself to a smuggler who offers her a business opportunity.

Queen Sugar
I No Longer Imagine
Someone from Violet's past is looking for her. Nova deals with the family fallout from her book.
Face Speckled
Remy reveals he's leaving town; Davis turns to Charley for advice when Nova's book impacts his job; Charley and Romero's clinic is raided by ICE agents; Ralph Angel explains to Blue that they are connected by their souls, not by their blood.
Oh Mamere
Micah takes Blue to the park triggering trauma from his past; Darla learns a painful truth about the night Blue was conceived, and Violet stands by her side for comfort.

Quiz
Episode One
For Diana Ingram and brother Adrian, knowing the answer is a way of life, and both welcome the chance at winning a million pounds on the most popular game show on earth. Diana's husband is bewildered by his family's obsession until Diana turns to him to keep her dream alive.
Raising Dion

ISSUE #104: Welcome To BIONA. Hope You Survive The Experience
As Nicole tries to track down the person behind an ominous photo, Pat takes Dion to BIONA, where they see a few things not on the official tour.

Ray Donovan

You'll Never Walk Alone
Ray finally learns the truth about his sister Bridget’s death. Terry reckons with the death of a friend and his own mortality. Mickey’s quest for the money he’s owed comes to a head with a deadly face-off between the Sullivans and the Donovans.

Selah And The Spades

Five factions run the underground life at prestigious Haldwell boarding school. The head of the most powerful faction - The Spades - is Selah Summers. By turns charming and callous, she chooses whom to keep close and whom to cut loose, walking the fine line between being feared and loved.

Sex Education

Episode 2
After Jean makes a cringe appearance at school, Otis tries his hand at pleasing Ola -- and advising a hapless teacher. Fearless Maeve buckles.

Episode 3
On her way to surprise Maeve, Aimee gets a horrible shock on the bus. Rahim connects with Eric as a Milburn family dinner gets seriously awkward.

Episode 5
Otis and Eric get away from romance and retreat to the woods with Remi. But parents aren't perfect, as Maeve knows. Later, Ola follows her heart.

Shameless

Gallavich!
Liam out-Gallaghers Frank as Lip works to convince Tami to stay in Chicago with their baby. Debbie turns over a new romantic leaf. Kev's new business takes off, but V wonders where the money is going.

Share

After discovering a disturbing video from a night she doesn't remember, sixteen-year-old Mandy must try and figure out what happened and how to navigate the escalating fallout.

68 Whiskey

Daddy Issues
Roback, Davis, and Alvarez go on a mission to find Qasem. Alvarez makes an unexpected friend. Roback opens up to Durkin, and tries to salvage the fight with Sasquatch.

Snowpiercer

Without Their Maker
A shocking twist in the murder investigation brings Layton (Daveed Diggs) and Till’s (Mickey Sumner) manhunt to a cat-and-mouse climax. But Layton is getting too close to Melanie’s (Jennifer Connelly) big secret, which may prove the most dangerous game of all.
**Soundtrack**

Track 2: Joanna And Nellie

Nellie takes a swing at spontaneous romance. Joanna reconsiders the minor perks -- and major pitfalls -- of chasing passion.

**Spinning Out**

Now Entering Sun Valley

Rattled after a brutal fall and worried by her mom and sister's obsession with the sport, Kat eyes a life beyond skating. Suddenly, a new offer arrives.

**Succession**

This Is Not for Tears

On the Roys’ grand Mediterranean yacht. Logan weighs whether a family member, or a top lieutenant, will need to be sacrificed to salvage the company's tarnished reputation. Shiv proposes taking her open marriage with Tom to another level. Connor’s in an unenviable position when the reviews of Willa’s play arrive.

**Sweet Magnolias**

All Best Intentions

Maddie worries about prying eyes when she's with Cal, a humiliated Annie feels betrayed by Tyler, and Bill surprises the kids with a special request.

**This Is Us**

Strangers: Part Two

The Pearsons gather to celebrate Baby Jack's first birthday.

**Titans**

212

While Hank is busy cage fighting after breaking up with Dawn, someone steals the Hawk suit. Donna and Dawn finds a way to rescue Gar from Cadmus facility. Rose reveals her secret to Jason. Dick escapes from prison to find Jericho.

**Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan**

Tertia Optio

Jack is granted permission from Senator Chapin to stay in Venezuela. President Reyes denies involvement in the events that are keeping Jack in country. Meanwhile, Jack and Harry team up to follow a lead that could create dissension within the ranks.

**Tommy**

Lifetime Achievement

Mayor Buddy Gray asks Tommy to personally oversee the investigation when a Hollywood producer is attacked during a party at his home by a woman who claims he tried to sexually assault her first. Also, Tommy prepares for the LAPD recertification process to demonstrate her fitness for her position.
**Transparent Musicale Finale**
A movie musical fantasia. When the Pfeffermans face a life-changing loss, they begin a journey hilarious, melancholy, brazen and bold. As they face this new transition, they confront grief and come together to celebrate connection, joy and transformation.

**Unbelievable**
Episode 1
As a traumatized young woman reports being raped by an intruder, she faces a whirlwind of emotions - and increasingly skeptical questions from police.

**Unorthodox**
A Hasidic Jewish woman in Brooklyn flees to Berlin from an arranged marriage and is taken in by a group of musicians — until her past comes calling.

**Vida**
Episode 304
Lyn throws Marcos an epic, Vida-style, double-30 Queerceañera, and Emma goes on a psychedelic journey of self-exploration.

**Virgin River**
Under Fire
Under pressure, Mel and Jack respond to a medical emergency on a remote illegal pot farm. Charmaine and Hope exchange words.

**White Lines**
Episode 10
On Anna's wedding day, Marcus's actions come back to haunt him. After suffering yet another loss, Zoe vows to finally figure out who killed Axel.

**Wu Assassins**
Legacy
Trouble follows when Kai and Uncle Six hit the road to hunt down the Earth Wu, who happens to be conducting a search of his own.

**Yellowstone**
The Reek Of Desperation
Rainwater teams up with Jenkins for a big business deal, but powerful new enemies look to block their plans. John and Beth groom a new political candidate.
Only Devils Left
John’s enemies strike a direct hit on the Yellowstone. John forms an unlikely alliance. Casey has his first day as a livestock officer.
ZeroZeroZero

Transshipment

While the Lynwoods ensure that their shipment continues its journey to Gioia Tauro, Manuel and his
team spread terror and death among the narcos of Monterrey.

Zoey's Extraordinary Playlist

Zoey's Extraordinary Best Friend

Zoey tries to figure out how to control her new abilities while navigating her best friend's romantic
feelings for her and her first day as team leader; and Zoey's family has hope that Mitch can
communicate with them.
Outstanding Production Design For A Narrative Period Or Fantasy Program (One Hour Or More)

**Agatha Christie: The Pale Horse**
A mysterious list of names is found in the shoes of a dead woman. What is the connection to the village of Much Deeping?

**Altered Carbon**
 Phantom Lady
Thirty years after the Bancroft case, a Meth tracks down Kovacs to offer him a job, a high-tech sleeve and a chance to see Quellcrist Falconer again.

**Amazing Stories**
 Dynoman And The Volt
An awkward young boy and his grandfather are transformed by the arrival of a mysterious ring ordered from a comic book 60 years ago.

**American Horror Story: 1984**
 Camp Redwood
In the summer of 1984, five friends escape Los Angeles to work as counselors at Camp Redwood. As they adjust to their new jobs, they quickly learn that the only thing scarier than campfire tales is the past coming to haunt you.

**Anne With An E**
 A Hope Of Meeting You In Another World
While Bash looks for Elijah in Charlottetown, Anne vows to finish her search -- with or without Marilla's blessing. Back home, Diana longs for adventure.
The Summit Of My Desires
At the county fair, Anne consults a fortune teller who claims to see love in her future. A nervous Gilbert prepares to meet Winifred's parents.
Great And Sudden Changes
Ka'kwet runs away from school, and Miss Stacy weighs her options in the wake of tragedy. Aunt Josephine urges Diana to take the Queen's entrance exam.

**Another Life**
 Guilt Trip
A ship malfunction leaves Niko trapped in a state of deep sleep, where she dreams again and again about the worst day of her life.

**Armistead Maupin's Tales Of The City**
 Days Of Small Surrenders
In a flashback to the 1960s, Anna arrives in San Francisco, befriends some trans women and starts dating a man. But she soon finds her loyalties tested.
**Barkskins**
Based on the novel by Annie Proulx, Barkskins follows a disparate group of outcasts and dreamers battling to escape their pasts while navigating the brutal frontier hardships, competing interests and tangled loyalties at the crossroads of civilization: the New World.

**Belgravia**
When a long-buried secret is unearthed it threatens the reputation and inheritance of many, sending shockwaves through the sophisticated society of London’s Belgravia. Pride and loyalty will be tested, as lives hang in the balance.

**Carnival Row**
Kingdoms Of The Moon
Once, as a Burguish soldier, Philo was tasked with protecting a faerish mimasery. While The Pact bears down on them, Philo meets vignette and finds love in the most unlikely of places.

**Carnival Row**
Some Dark God Wakes
Rycroft "Philo" Philostrate investigates "Unseelie Jack", a mysterious assailant with a grudge against the fae. Vignette Stonemos barely escapes Tirnanoc with her life and arrives in The Burgue looking for a fresh start. Imogen Spurnrose meets her new neighbor. In Parliament, the fight over the critch heats up.

**Catherine the Great**
Episode One
Beset by challengers to her throne and plagued with division in her court, Catherine tightens her grip on Russia. Along the way she meets the dashing Lieutenant Potemkin, but exterior forces threaten to tear them apart before they even have the chance to begin.

**A Christmas Carol**
An original take on Dickens’s iconic ghost story by Steven Knight, A Christmas Carol is an immersion into Scrooge’s dark night of the soul.

**City On A Hill**
The Night Flynn Sent The Cops On The Ice
FBI Agent Jackie Rohr does not mind the culture of corruption or quid-pro-quo politics. But District Attorney Decourcy Ward wants to uproot the system. When an armored truck heist in Revere leaves three guards missing, Jackie and Decourcy find themselves in a faux-alliance that may, ultimately, turn into something real.

**The Clark Sisters: First Ladies Of Gospel**
The Clark Sisters: First Ladies of Gospel recounts the story of the legendary pioneers of contemporary gospel music and their trailblazing mother, Mattie Moss Clark.
**The Crown**
Aberfan
Following a tragic accident at a Welsh mining village that quickly becomes political, both Elizabeth and Wilson struggle with their responses.

**Dead Still**
The darkly comic Irish murder mystery set during the Victorian era of the real-life practice of “post-mortem photography” follows memorial photographer Brock Blennerhasset (Michael Smiley) as he commemorates the recently deceased. Meanwhile a tenacious detective investigates a series of local murders and eyes possible disturbing connections between them and Brock.

**The Deuce**
The Deuce Season 3 brings us into 1985 just as VHS overtakes film as the primary medium for porn production and distribution, the lure of the California sunshine, the city’s aggressive takeover of commercial sex properties and the devastating impact of the AIDS epidemic mark the end of an era.

**Doctor Who**
Nikola Tesla’s Night Of Terror
1903. Who or what is sabotaging Nikola Tesla’s generator plant at Niagara Falls? And has this maverick inventor really received a message from Mars?

**Dolly Parton’s Heartstrings: These Old Bones**
A mysterious mountain woman steps into the spotlight as a lawyer struggles to find her voice of seeing, believing and everything between.

**Dracula**
The Count Dracula legend transforms with new tales that flesh out the vampire’s gory crimes — and bring his vulnerability into the light.

**The Expanse**
New Terra
The crew of the Roci investigates a strange protomolecule ruin on an alien planet. Bobbie copes with civilian life on Mars. Drummer and Ashford battle with piracy in the Belt.
The One-Eyed Man
Avasarala faces fallout for the UN’s military mission. Ashford and Drummer makes big decisions about their future within the OPA. A spreading illness on Ilus takes a toll on Amos. Alex and Naomi’s attempt to rescue the Barb turns desperate.
Saeulum
Holden and Miller race to save Ilus. Murtry puts his endgame into motion, putting the Roci crew’s lives at risk.

**For All Mankind**
Hi Bob
Ed, Gordo, and Danielle struggle with an extended Jamestown mission.
**Godfather Of Harlem**

*Chickens Come Home To Roost*

In the days following the assassination of JFK, Bumpy (Forest Whitaker) must defend himself against murder charges and send his family away for safety. Malcom (Nigél Thatch) is expelled from the Nation and Bumpy realizes he will have to protect his friend against a slew of enemies.

**Grant**

*Unlikely Hero*

In one of the unlikeliest stories in American history, Ulysses S. Grant rises from his humble beginnings to become the winning General in one of the Civil War’s bloodiest battles.

**The Great**

*And You Sir, Are No Peter The Great*

Catherine, Orlo and Marial continue their coup planning. They try to recruit an unhappy military general, Velementov, for their cause during palace celebrations honoring Peter’s late father, Peter the Great. Peter, noting Catherine’s unhappiness at court, gifts Catherine a sterile lover, Leo.

*Moscow Mule*

Catherine tries to manage her reputation at court and her relationship with Leo, both of which distract her from the coup. Meanwhile, the influential Patriarch of the church dies, and a new one must be chosen. Orlo sees an opportunity to try and influence Peter in the decision.

**His Dark Materials**

*Armour*

Lyra and the Gyptians arrive in the North, and seek the help of the Witches’ Consul, Texan aeronaut Lee Scoresby and an armored bear in service to the town.

*The Idea Of North*

Lyra arrives to her new life in London, determined to find Roger with Mrs. Coulter’s help. The Gyptians continue their search for the missing children and the elusive Gobblers.

*The Daemon-Cages*

Lyra discovers the horrific truth behind the Gobbler’s activities in the North. She must now use all her wits to help free those around her and avoid suffering a terrible fate.

**Hollywood**

In post-World War II Hollywood, an ambitious group of aspiring actors and filmmakers will do almost anything to make their showbiz dreams come true.

**Hunters**

*The Mourner’s Kaddish*

Jonah seeks to prove his worth to The Hunters, who are skeptical of Meyer’s decision to welcome him into their ranks. They narrow in on a Nazi whose love of music inspired horrific war crimes. Back in Florida, the inconsistencies of Gretel’s death give Millie a new lead.

**I Know This Much Is True**

*Episode Five*

Domenico Tempesta and his brother immigrate to America in search of a better life. Following a stunning revelation, Dominick enlists an unlikely new ally in his mission to have Thomas released.
**I Was Lorena Bobbitt**

I Was Lorena Bobbitt follows her journey from a wide-eyed, immigrant bride to a battered wife into an unlikely media sensation, and also documents her ultimately emerging as a strong, thoughtful woman who has devoted her life to advocating for other abused women.

**Jim Henson’s The Dark Crystal: Age Of Resistance**

End. Begin. All The Same.

In the land of Thra, a young guard discovers a terrible secret about the Skeksis overlords who control the planet -- and its powerful Crystal of Truth.

**Legion**

Chapter 20

David gains a following.

**Little Fires Everywhere**

Little Fires Everywhere follows the intertwined fates of the picture-perfect Richardson family and a mother and daughter who upend their lives. The story explores the weight of secrets, the nature of art and identity, the ferocious pull of motherhood--and the danger in believing that following the rules can avert disaster.

**Lost In Space**

Echoes

The Robinsons’ dreams of a happy reunion fade when they realize something's very wrong aboard the Resolute. Smith seizes a chance to clear her name.

**The Man In The High Castle**

Hexagram 64

Juliana Crain finds herself in a new world. In the wake of an attack on Trade Minister Tagomi, Chief Inspector Kido begins a crackdown against the suspected culprits: the Black Communist Rebellion. John Smith leads a military incursion into the Neutral Zone.

Mauvaise Foi

John Smith is forced to confront the choices he's made. The Empire attempts secret peace talks with the BCR. Kido arrests a traitor, threatening to divide the Japanese against themselves. Helen is assigned a new security minder. Juliana reunites with Wyatt to plan the fall of the American Reich.

Fire From The Gods

On the brink of an inevitable Nazi invasion, the BCR brace for impact as Kido races against the clock to find his son. Childan offers everything he has to make his way back to Yukiko. Helen is forced to choose whether or not to betray her husband.

**The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel**

It's Comedy Or Cabbage

Midge runs into an old friend in Miami. Abe grows frustrated with his beatnik friends while Rose reaches her breaking point with Shirley.

A Jewish Girl Walks Into The Apollo...

Joel readies his club for its grand opening. Midge asks Moishe for a favor. Susie suffers a loss and turns to an unexpected source for help. Midge learns a hard show business lesson.
Mindhunter
Episode 7
Hitting a dead end, Holden suggests a bold plan to draw the killer out. Bill’s family faces more scrutiny. Wendy chafes as her job begins to shift.

Mrs. America
Houston
Alice, Rosemary and Pamela cross into enemy territory at the National Women’s Conference in Houston, where they come face-to-face with Feminist leaders.

My Brilliant Friend: The Story Of A New Name
Chapter 16: The Blue Fairy
Season finale. With graduation in sight, Elena’s overwhelmed by memories of her past and copes by drafting her first novel. Meanwhile, her suitor, Pietro Airota, proposes and Elena entrusts him with her manuscript. Upon receiving unexpected good news, she sets out to find Lila, whose circumstances have seen dramatic changes.

Narcos: Mexico
Se Cayó El Sistema
Mexican authorities, the FBI and Félix all seek out Acosta after a newspaper publishes an interview with him. The presidential election begins.

On Becoming A God In Central Florida
The Gloomy Zoomies
Krystal networks her way into an opportunity in the beauty pageant industry. Cody tries to be his own workhorse. Ernie builds a time capsule.

Outlander
Journecake
Roger and Brianna are forced to choose between staying in the eighteenth century and returning to the safety of the future. Jamie finds that unrest in the backcountry has given rise to a new power. Claire’s attempts to make this time safer for her family have dire, unintended consequences.
Never My Love
Claire struggles to survive brutal treatment from her captors, as Jamie gathers a group of loyal men to help him rescue his wife. Roger and Brianna’s journey takes a surprising turn.

Patsy & Loretta
Patsy & Loretta is based on the untold true story of the friendship between Patsy Cline and Loretta Lynn. Already well established in her career, Patsy takes Loretta under her wing, helping her navigate the male-dominated Nashville music industry.

Peaky Blinders
Mr Jones
At a family meeting, Michael makes a bold proposal. The mole is identified. Tommy asks an old rival for help with his plan to take down Mosley
Penny Dreadful: City Of Angels
Wicked Old World
Tiago and Molly visit Santa Monica Pier to escape their complicated lives. Livid at the murder of his friends, Lewis interrogates Brian Koenig. Councilwoman Beverly Beck vows to fight Townsend and Alex. Peter discovers a dark truth when he visits Elsa at home. Mateo visits the Crimson Cat dance hall.

Pennyworth
Pilot
This series debuts with the introduction of Alfred Pennyworth (Jack Bannon), a young man just out of the English air service and at loose ends, endeavoring to start a security company.

The Plot Against America
Part 2
Bengelsdorf, with Evelyn as his assistant and lover, becomes a fundamental asset in the Lindbergh camp, while Sandy, enamored of the aviator's charm and history, begins a rebellion of his own within the Levin family. Meanwhile, Alvin must decide between working for a real estate developer or fighting against fascism.

The Plot Against America
Part 6
As violence spreads across the country before Election Day, Herman takes measures to keep his family safe. Meanwhile, Bess helps a small child caught in a maelstrom of anti-Semitism in Kentucky. Alvin is recruited for a new and secret mission as the ties that bind the Levins together are stressed.

Pose
Acting Up
Convinced Madonna's "Vogue" will lead to mainstream acceptance, Blanca encourages the House of Evangelista to follow their dreams despite putting her own on the backburner. Meanwhile, Pray Tell joins an activist organization fighting for the rights of HIV positive people.

Project Blue Book
The Roswell Incident - Part II
In the conclusion of a two-episode event, Hynek and Quinn close in on a culprit and finally learn the truth about what happened in Roswell.
Broken Arrow
When Hynek and Quinn track down a mysterious plane that has vanished in the Canadian wilderness, they embark on a dangerous mission to recover its missing cargo that threatens not just Project Blue Book, but the whole world.
Operation Mainbrace
When UFOs and USOs (unidentified submersible objects) begin plaguing a massive naval exercise on the border of Russian waters, Hynek and Quinn realize it's up to them to stop a rogue Admiral from starting World War III.

Sanditon (MASTERPIECE)
Sanditon is an adaptation of Jane Austen's unfinished final work set in a struggling seaside town aiming to be the next fashionable playground in early 19th century England. Rose Williams stars as Austen's lively but levelheaded heroine. Theo James plays her smoldering romantic foil.
SEE
Godflame
A journey of survival begins when an army of Witchfinders attacks the village of Alkenny.

Self Made: Inspired By The Life Of Madam C.J. Walker
A Credit To The Race
The combined blows of a health scare, worker issues and a tragedy that hits close to home push Sarah to take decisive action about her life and legacy.

Snowfall
Cash and Carry
Franklin puts his new business plan into motion, then takes a business trip with Avi. Teddy and Julia work hard to forge new alliances in Costa Rica. Gustavo struggles to learn how to work with his new Mexican partner.
The Bottoms
Andre lets his guard down as he celebrates LAPD's victory. Teddy questions Franklin's ability to control his operation, then suffers a setback of his own.
Other Lives
Franklin walks a different path. Life in South Central begins to change forever.

The Spy
In the 1960s, Israeli clerk-turned-secret agent Eli Cohen (Sacha Baron Cohen) goes deep undercover inside Syria on a perilous, years-long mission to spy for Mossad.

Star Trek: Picard
Remembrance
14 years after his retirement from Starfleet, Jean-Luc Picard (Sir Patrick Stewart) is living a quiet life on his vineyard, Chateau Picard. When he is sought out by a mysterious young woman, Dahj, in need of his help, he soon realizes she may have personal connections to his own past.

Stranger Things
Chapter Eight: The Battle Of Starcourt
Terror reigns in the food court when the Mind Flayer comes to collect. But down below, in the dark, the future of the world is at stake.

Tales From The Loop
Loop
A young girl living in a small town becomes curious about the mysterious work her mother conducts beneath ground at a facility known as the Loop.

The Terror: Infamy
Set during World War II, The Terror: Infamy centers on bizarre deaths that haunt a Japanese-American community and a young man's journey to understand and combat the malevolent entity responsible.
**Troop Zero**

In rural 1977 Georgia, a misfit girl dreams of life in outer space. When a national competition offers her a chance at her dream, to be recorded on NASA’s Golden Record, she recruits a makeshift troop of Birdie Scouts, forging friendships that last a lifetime and beyond.

**Vikings**

All The Prisoners

Lagertha leads her village’s response to the recent attacks but despite her best efforts, the consequences are tragic. Olaf has a bold new plan for the future of Norway. In Kiev, although Ivar discusses Oleg’s ambitions for Scandinavia, he’s interested in the plight of Igor, the young heir Oleg controls.

**Washington**

Loyal Subject

A young, inexperienced George Washington hungers for fame and prestige as an officer in the British military but quickly learns a hard lesson about leadership. With a wealthy new wife at his side and lucrative business at Mount Vernon, Washington is at the center of this country’s story.

**Watchmen**

An Almost Religious Awe

Under Lady Trieu’s care, Angela undergoes an unconventional treatment while Agent Blake chases down a lead. Elsewhere, The Smartest Man in The World delivers a stunning defense of his past actions.

**Watchmen**

It’s Summer And We’re Running Out Of Ice

In an alternate America where police conceal their identities behind masks to protect themselves from a terrorist organization, Detective Angela Abar investigates the attempted murder of a fellow officer with Chief, Judd Crawford. Meanwhile, the Lord of a Country Estate receives an anniversary gift from his loyal servants.

**Westworld**

Parce Domine

Season premiere. Dolores escapes into the real world, where she infiltrates a technocratic elite, and discovers that their world is not so different from her own. Caleb, a struggling veteran trying to better himself, has a life-changing encounter. Bernard’s attempts to lie low under a new identity are threatened.

**Why Women Kill**

Murder Means Never Having To Say You’re Sorry

One Pasadena, Calif. house is the focal point for three decades worth of marital strife. In 1963, Beth Ann’s life as housewife changes when she learns of her husband’s infidelity. In 1984, socialite Simone is blindsided by her husband’s secret. In present day, high-powered lawyer Taylor has an open marriage.

**The Witcher**

Betrayer Moon

Geralt takes on another Witcher’s unfinished business in a kingdom stalked by a ferocious beast. At a brutal cost, Yennefer forces a magical new future.
World On Fire (MASTERPIECE)
Episode 2
A month into war and with Warsaw destroyed, Harry is desperate for news, while Kasia joins the Polish resistance.

Wu-Tang: An American Saga
Can It Be All So Simple
Staten Island, NY. The birth of Wu-Tang starts with a bang, literally.

End of Category
After Life

Episode 3
A turn of events at the paper hits Sandy hard. Roxy and Pat share a meal, and Tony tries to support Matt’s desire to get back out there.

Episode 5
The curtains go up on the community theater revue and things go about as well as can be expected. Tony receives devastating news.

Episode 6
Grieving over another loss, Tony asks his friends and co-workers for space, not sympathy. Later, he wrestles with what it means to move on.

Avenue 5

I Was Flying
A malfunction occurs aboard the luxury space cruise ship Avenue 5, and it may have a cataclysmic knock-on effect. As Rav Mulcair manages the situation from mission control, back on Earth, Matt Spencer, the head of customer relations, tries his best to calm frayed nerves on board.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Grandma & Chill
Grandma tells Nora the story of how she met her husband in the style of a Korean drama.

Balloons

Edutainment
In the wake of an unexpected tragedy, Spencer prepares for his first owners meeting. While trying to balance work and his relationship with Kate, Joe decides to go on Ricky’s radio show. Charles deals with an unexpected health crisis in the middle of his busiest time at work.

Baskets

Homemakers
Martha drinks too much sherry and ruins the pot roast.

Affirmations
Dale orders a cheeseburger at a Chinese restaurant.

Housewarming
A carpet emergency interrupts Christine’s wedding plans.

Better Things

Listen To The Roosters
Sam and her girls live in the City of Angels.

Betty

Happy Birthday, Tyler
Why do rich girls want broke girl problems? When will Honeybear stop dodging her crush? And Janay – are you sure this is how you want to spend your birthday?
**Black Monday**
Lucky Shoes

On election night, Blair makes a risky proposition while Mo and Dawn go on a double date. Keith makes a startling discovery.

**black-ish**
University Of Dre

Dre and Bow are worried about Junior’s future working odd jobs, especially after he tells them he wants to produce comedy shows for unknown comics; Rainbow encourages Diane to have a slumber party at their house.

Hair Day

Bow takes Diane to a salon and wants to spend this time together as a bonding opportunity; Diane is conflicted about relaxing her hair again and embarks on a hair journey; Dre and Junior compete to have the best barbecue.

Best Supporting Husband

Dre spirals when Rainbow is elected to the prestigious California Board of Medicine, and the invitation for the annual fundraising gala is addressed to Dr. Rainbow Johnson and guest; Diane redecorates her room to impress Mason.

**#blackAF**
because of slavery

Shooting a documentary for her NYU application, Brea introduces her unfiltered family as Kenya considers toning down his “flexing” around white people.

**Bob Hearts Abishola**
Randy’s a Wrangler

Dottie makes an unexpected connection when she meets a fellow stroke survivor at physical therapy; Bob and Douglas try to keep tabs on Christina while she’s away at an emotional wellness spa.

**Breeders**
Entire Season

In this honest and uncompromising comedy, Paul and Ally are juggling full-time careers, aging parents, a mortgage, upheavals in their relationship and the unenviable curveballs of parenting their young children, Luke and Ava.

**Carol’s Second Act**
Blocking

Carol pretends to be an attending doctor in order to get her patient into the ICU, and Jenny and Daniel run into Dr. Frost when they finally go on their first date.

Night Lemons

Lexie and Jenny tease Carol when her kind neighbor shows signs that he has a crush on her. Also, Dr. Frost suggests that Maya and the interns forgo using technology as a crutch and instead use traditional medical procedures on their patients.

Top Of The List

When Carol's patient finally makes the liver donation list, she is upset by the lack of emotion from his transplant surgeon, Dr. Lewis. Also, Lexie, Daniel and Caleb try to decipher why Dr. Jacobs has a tattoo of a duck.
The Conners
Tats And Tias
Harris is newly unemployed, depressed and has moved back into the house, while Becky struggles to find affordable childcare; Jackie suggests Becky reach out to Emilio's family for support; the family contemplates tattoos.

The Icewoman Cometh
Bev is back from Arizona and realizes she'd like to use her finances to spread happiness; Bev decides to fund Mark's tuition to a prestigious coding camp, but Darlene tries to convince her to give the money to Harris instead.

CPAPS, Hickeys And Biscuits
Dan and Louise take their relationship to the next level and come to appreciate the complexities of aging; Darlene spends the night in jail and leaves parenting duties to Ben; Mark and a friend's class experiment leaves them both with hickeys.

Curb Your Enthusiasm
Happy New Year
It's mid-January and Larry is done saying "Happy New Year". Larry feels wronged by Mocha Joe and vows to open a "Spite Store" coffee shop next door. Jeff is confused for Harvey Weinstein. Larry realizes that a MAGA hat is great people repellent.

DAVE
Hype Man
Dave is opening for Meek Mill and his neuroticism spirals into an identity crisis. When Dave asks GaTa to act as his hype man to legitimize his performance, GaTa is forced to confront demons from his past and reveal his struggles with mental illness (bipolar disorder) to his new friends.

Dead To Me
You Don't Have To
Jen scrambles to contain the fallout from Charlie's vehicular hijinks, Judy faces questions about Steve, and Henry experiences a case of stage fright.

It Had To Be You
Jen feels conflicted over a real estate deal. The damage from Charlie's joyride piles up. Judy reaches out to Michelle and runs into Detective Perez.

Dickinson
Because I Could Not Stop
Emily's attempt to publish a poem sparks backlash. Wiz Khalifa guest stars.

The End Of The F***ing World
Episode 2
Just as Alyssa claws her way back to a semblance of a normal life, she discovers her past isn't done with her yet.
**Family Reunion**
Remember Black Elvis?
After M'Dear shares the family's rich history with the kids, Moz and Cocoa are inspired to carry on the tradition.

**Feel Good**
Episode 3
As George continues to hide her relationship with Mae from her friends, it begins to affect their sex life. Maggie's daughter asks Mae for advice.

**First Wives Club**
Pilot
A public breakup with her cheating music producer husband has singing superstar Hazel turning to her BFFs Ari and Bree for support. Feeling unfulfilled, the women vow to reclaim their lives: starting by releasing Hazel's new song themselves.

**Future Man**
The Land After Time
Josh discovers a new happiness as Wolf loses his mind and Tiger embarks on an unexpected journey.

**Gentefied**
Unemployed AF
Pop tries to pull Chris out of a downward spiral, Erik asks Yessika for help saving the shop, and Ana scores a lucrative gig at a grown-up party.

**GLOW**
Up, Up, Up
Hours before GLOW's opening show at the Fan-Tan casino in Las Vegas, a national tragedy unfolds on live TV, leaving everyone spooked.

**The Goldbergs**
Vacation
"The Goldbergs are going on vacation!" With these words, Beverly forces the entire family to take one last vacation before Erica and Barry leave for college. Just like the Griswolds in National Lampoon's Vacation, Beverly insists they drive to Disneyland rather than fly.

**The Good Place**
Whenever You're Ready, Part 2
One by one, each member of the Soul Squad achieves a sense of peace and exits The Good Place forever. Michael cannot leave because he is an eternal being, so Eleanor persuades the Judge to grant him life on Earth as a real human. Finally content, Eleanor exits.
Grace And Frankie
The Rescue
While Frankie tries to adjust to living alone, Grace arranges a family dinner that takes an awkward turn. Robert and Sol plan a honeymoon trip.

grown-ish
Crunch Time
The gang throws a homecoming party in their epic new party house; Zoey returns from her summer abroad in London and tries to confront her feelings for Aaron and Luca, who has moved into his own artist's loft. Zoey meets up with with her client at his recording studio.
Damn
Through flashback, Nomi explains her shocking news. School is back in session the gang enjoys a night out at the newly re-designed Titanium bar. Zoey is served another surprise at Luca's loft.
Close Friends
Nomi challenges Zoey to try to be friends with Luca after their breakup; Zoey is forced to consider if it's possible to be friends with an ex; Jazz and Doug help Vivek navigate the world of dating apps.

Henry Danger
Captain Drex
Captain Man's old sidekick and nemesis, Drex, returns from the past with an army of cavemen to finish off Captain Man once and for all. Kid Danger may be the only one who can save Captain Man now.
The Fate of Danger: Part 1
Kid Danger and his friends try to figure out how to get Captain Man back from the past, while Drex furthers his scheme to erase Swellview's memory of Captain Man forever.
The Fate of Danger: Part 2
Series Finale: Kid Danger and Captain Man battle Drex on top of a blimp to stop him from erasing Swellview's memory of Captain Man. But when the blimp aims straight for the Swellview Baby Hospital, one hero must stay behind to save the day.

High Fidelity
Top Five Heartbreaks
After a first date and hookup gone wrong with nice guy, Clyde, record store owner, Rob Brooks, goes into an emotional tailspin in which she recounts the ups and downs of her All-Time Top Five Most Memorable Heartbreaks. Rob also reveals the impact of an unexpected encounter.

Homecoming
Giant
Jackie finds her car and heads to the address on the car registration - the home of Alex Eastman and Audrey Temple, before following Audrey to the Geist headquarters. Audrey confronts Leonard Geist in his greenhouse. Audrey spots Jackie in a crowd and kisses her, calling her “Alex.”
Soap
During an interview with the DoD, Audrey meets military official Francine Bunda. Walter goes to the Department of Veterans Affairs requesting his records. Bunda tells Leonard and Audrey that the Pentagon wants to partner with Geist. Alex volunteers to disguise as Jackie, a veteran, and find Walter.
Meters
It all begins in the fields.
**I Am Not Okay With This**
Stan By Me
After fighting with her mom, Syd struggles to avoid a meltdown at school. Later, Stan appoints himself Syd's mentor.

**Indebted**
Everybody's Talking About The Pilot
Young parents Dave and Rebecca end up having to take care of Dave's parents who have mishandled their finances and need help to pay down a sizable debt.

**Insecure**
Lowkey Movin' On
The block party brings the girls together while Issa works around the clock to ensure the event goes off without a hitch.

**Kidding**
Episode 3101
Jeff tries to teach children about change in the first episode of the 31st season of Mr. Pickles' Puppet Time.

The Death Of Fil
After an international incident, Jeff, Deirdre, Will and Seb attend a funeral at sea.

The Acceptance Speech
Deirdre deals with a medical issue while attending Jeff's Lifetime Achievement Award ceremony. Jeff tries to be anyone but himself. Seb meets someone old and someone new.

**The Kominsky Method**
Chapter 10. An Old Flame, An Old Wick
Norman and Madelyn get closer as they spend time together in Santa Barbara. When Sandy meets Mindy's boyfriend, he discovers they have a lot in common.

**Little America**
The Silence
Her 10-day silent retreat gets complicated when Sylviane falls for a fellow meditator.

**Little America**
The Cowboy
A Nigerian student finds a sense of connection through Oklahoma's cowboy culture.

**Living With Yourself**
The Best You Can Be
Fearing his career and relationship are both going down the tubes, Miles heeds the advice of a newly successful co-worker and visits a mysterious spa.
Los Espookys
El Espanto De La Herencia
A mysterious woman enlists Los Espookys to frighten five people vying to win a millionaire's fortune by staying through the night at his "haunted" mansion. Tasked with ensuring the man's son doesn't win the loot, Renaldo agrees to attempt a challenging stunt to crown a winner.

Love Life
Augie Jeong
Darby experiences the first love of her adult life.

Mad About You
The Kid Leaves
When Paul and Jamie drop their daughter Mabel off for her first day of college, it quickly becomes clear that they have very different ideas of what their lives after children will look like.

The Mandalorian
Chapter 1: The Mandalorian
Series premiere. In the lawless aftermath of the Galactic Empire's collapse, an armored bounty hunter known as the Mandalorian accepts a well-paying yet cryptic assignment. Upon discovering the fifty-year old bounty is a young being called “the Child,” the Mandalorian makes a decision to keep him alive.

Medical Police
Just The D
After a daring escape, Owen, Lola and their fellow fugitives hide out in the remote nation of Bhutan, where Lola makes two startling discoveries.

Merry Happy Whatever
Harmony
Lots of drama swirls ahead of the Quinn's traditional night of Christmas Caroling, as Joy catches Sean in a lie, Emmy questions Matt's career goals and Don upsets Nancy.

Miracle Workers: Dark Ages
Miracle Workers: Dark Ages goes back in time as a group of medieval villagers tries to stay positive in an age of extreme income inequality, poor healthcare and widespread ignorance.

Modern Love
So He Looked Like Dad. It Was Just Dinner, Right?
"He was very handsome. He wore gray turtleneck sweaters and smelled like mint aftershave and old books. He was 55 and recently divorced for the second time. He was my father. He wasn't really my father."

Mom
Big Sad Eyes And An Antique Hot Dog
The girls go on an AA retreat at a western themed inn.
Mr Inbetween
There Rust, And Let Me Die
We live, no doubt, but does anybody really die?

Mr. Iglesias
Some Children Left Behind
On the last day of class before summer break, Gabe learns several of his students are being transferred out of Woodrow Wilson High School.

Mrs. Fletcher
Invisible Fence
Eve gets out of her comfort zone, joining Margo at a hip party in Brooklyn. Brendan and Chloe have an unexpected encounter at a college event promoting body-positivity.

Mythic Quest: Raven's Banquet
Pilot
As the hit video game Mythic Quest prepares to launch its newest update, creator Ian Grimm obsesses over a seemingly minor detail.

The Neighborhood
Welcome To The Vow Renewal
As Calvin and Tina near a milestone anniversary, Dave and Gemma decide to help the Butlers have the wedding they missed out on the first time around. Also, Malcolm and Marty prepare an unforgettable performance for their parents' backyard wedding.

Welcome To The New Pastor
As Tina spends time with the charming new minister for her church, Calvin begins to suspect the man may be coveting more than just job security. His suspicions are revealed at a memorable church service. Also, Marty gets a surprise when he finally meets his disruptive new upstairs neighbor.

Welcome To The Hockey Game
After Calvin enjoys attending a Kings hockey game with Dave, Malcolm and Marty wonder if Dave is rubbing off too much on their dad. Also, Tina decides to enjoy the perks that come with her "stardom" when she's mistaken for a celebrity during a trip to Wine Country with Gemma.

Never Have I Ever
...felt super Indian
Devi's high school is celebrating the Hindu holiday, Ganesh Puja, and Devi, who doesn't feel "Indian Indian" feels out of place.

Normal People
Episode 1
In a school in small town west of Ireland, Connell is a well-liked, good looking and an athletic student. Marianne is a proud, intimidating, and unpopular loner. An attraction sparks between them, but they are determined to conceal from their peers.
One Day At A Time
Supermoon
When a supermoon appears in the night sky, all the Alvarezes and their significant others discover an elaborate romantic setting, fit for a marriage proposal. Who is it for? Only the moon knows!

Outmatched
Pilot
A working class couple in South Jersey try to provide the best life for their four kids, three of whom have been certified as geniuses.

Perfect Harmony
Regionals
The finals are finally here, but events take an unexpected turn. We find ourselves in uncharted territory in a place called "the pink mare"

The Ranch
Fadeaway
As Colt battles the elements, he leaves Abby a poignant message. Armed with a new perspective, Beau surprises Joanne.

The Righteous Gemstones
The Righteous Gemstones
Series Premiere. Jesse Gemstone receives a video from blackmailers seeking to sully his reputation.

RUN
f*ck
Ruby and Billy spend a day in Chicago before making rash decisions about their next move. As they anxiously await check-in at the hotel, Ruby meets an exciting woman at a department store, while Billy tries to handle a relentless Fiona. Later, Billy reveals what drove him to run.

Chase
Back on the train, Ruby seeks guidance from a new friend and gets a wakeup call from home that leaves her shaken. Meanwhile, Billy continues to lie about Fiona, who raises the stakes to get what she wants.

Jump
A dramatic detour finds Ruby and Billy in unknown territory as they're forced to make a life-changing decision. As Ruby tries to keep everything together and get back on course, she and an emotional Billy seek the help of an amiable local taxidermist, Laurel.

Servant
Reborn
Leanne, a young nanny, is hired to care for baby Jericho. But all is not as it seems.
Shrill
Skate
After a month of being her own boss, Annie is starting to crack. She can’t find work and she misses her old friends from The Thorn. Ryan comes with her to Ruthie’s roller-skating birthday party to reconnect with her old friends and face Gabe.

Freak
Annie comes back to The Thorn. She’s lost her footing there and now is relegated to the Freak Of The Week Column. But she’s in a great place with Ryan and takes him to dinner with her parents. The newly single Fran takes herself out on a solo date.

WAHAM
Gabe finally gives Annie a meaty article to write – about a women in business convention. Initially impressed, Annie realizes that it’s really a way to monetize feminism. Gabe guides her to the conclusion that society just wants to put women in boxes.

Silicon Valley
RussFest
Richard, Dinesh, Gilfoyle and Jared face their greatest challenge yet as a massive event tests PiperNet’s capabilities, while Laurie’s unexpected presence makes them wary of sabotage. Monica discovers Jian- Yang is using Pied Piper’s name for his own benefit.

Single Parents
Chunkies
After Angie decides it’s finally time for Graham to meet his dad, sickness overtakes the household; when Sophie overhears some big news about Will and Tracy, she takes it upon herself to intervene; the twins face their first failure.

Oh Dip, She’s Having A Baby
When Sharon goes into labor, Poppy and the gang step up to help her get to the hospital, telling each of their own birth stories to help distract her from Ron’s absence.

Space Force
THE LAUNCH
Four-star general Mark Naird - leader of the newly created Space Force - is pressured to launch a satellite despite dire warnings from scientists.

Superstore
Sandra’s Wedding
Sandra and Jerry are getting married! When Jonah’s attempt to help the caterers and Dina’s obsession with wedding security threaten to derail it all, it falls to Amy to make sure Sandra’s big day isn’t ruined.

Twenties
Pilot
Aspiring screenwriter Hattie finds herself evicted, jobless, and down on her luck before she runs into the famed writer/producer Ida B. whose show Cocoa’s Butter, Hattie has shaded on social media.
Twenties
Redemption Song
Hattie learns a lesson in balancing work and family. Meanwhile, work leads Nia to church to clean up Zac’s mess, and persuade star basketball player, Quintrelle, to sign with the studio.

The Unicorn
Three Men Out
After a date ends badly, Wade decides to take advantage of his kids being away for the weekend and have a guy’s night with Forrest and Ben; both decline, citing prior commitments. Disappointed, Wade goes out to a bar to drink alone.

Upload
The Funeral
Scientists attempt to download a consciousness back into a clone body. Nathan attends his own funeral and Nora uncovers a mystery surrounding his death.

What We Do In The Shadows
Resurrection
Nadja and Laszlo’s new familiar poses problems for an increasingly anxious Guillermo, and the vampires enlist the services of a local necromancer.
Collaboration
Nandor’s old familiar from the 1970s returns to Staten Island, Guillermo leaves to serve a new master, and Nadja and Lazslo revive their musical act.
Witches
When Nandor and Laszlo are abducted by a coven of witches, the others must venture Brooklyn to rescue them.

Will & Grace
We Love Lucy
Will claims living with Grace is like Ricky living with Lucy. When Karen and Jack hear this, they each claim that they are the Lucy of the group. They each imagine themselves as Lucy (during “Vitameatavegamin,“ “Chocolate Factory,” and “Grape-Stomping”), with Will as the Ricky to all of them.

Year Of The Rabbit
Framed Rabbit
Things are not looking good for Rabbit - he's either been framed for murder, or committed a murder. Whichever way, he's on the run, but Strauss and Mabel refuse to believe he's guilty.
**Outstanding Production Design For A Variety, Reality Or Competition Series**

**All That**
Episode 1123
Pete Wentz stops by Good Burger to prepare for a party, Marie Kiddo helps declutter Professor Doom’s evil lair, Billie and Millie teach new ways to make life easier, and T. Smith auditions for the school talent show. Queen Naija performs.

**America’s Got Talent**
Episode 1414
Performers take the stage live from the Dolby Theatre in Hollywood as judging is turned over to the American viewing audience in the quarterfinals of the competition. 12 acts compete to win America’s heart and be one of the 7 acts advancing on in the competition.

**American Idol**
Hollywood Week - Solos
Contestants sing solo at the Orpheum Theater to compete for a chance to move on to the showcase round in Hawaii.

**Are You The One?**
Come One, Come All, Pt. 1 & Pt. 2
In “Are You The One?’s” signature format, 16 singles head to Hawaii in hopes of finding their “perfect match” and splitting a $1 million prize. For the first time, all singles identify as sexually fluid, meaning there are no gender limitations in perfect matches, and finding love is fair game.

**Astronomy Club: The Sketch Show**
Ice Cube Day
Shawtane and Jerah celebrate “Ice Cube Day.” A throwback jams festival for the #MeToo era. An airline passenger is distracted... by some twerking.

**At Home With Amy Sedaris**
Outdoor Entertaining
Amy hosts a Labor Day all-staff, optionally mandatory BBQ. Festivities take a turn when a mysterious but tantalizing drifter staggers into the yard. When the stranger appears to hold the answers to life’s problems he wins the staff over, diverting attention away from Amy.

Travel
Amy prepares to set sail on an ad-sponsored cruise to the Fedderland Islands! Before she shoves off, we’ll learn important travel tips from all the experts. How to pack light with Chassie Tucker, explore why sharp things make the best travel companions with Tony Pugnalata, and how to set-up a housesitter with Patty Hogg.

**The Big Flower Fight**
Sea Creatures
Vying for a spot in the semifinals, the teams build their biggest sculptures yet: whimsical sea creatures made from coastal plants and beach waste.
**A Black Lady Sketch Show**

Angela Bassett Is The Baddest B**n**h

An aspiring regular woman confides in a support group; Trinity the Invisible Spy meets her match; a Motown group’s lead singer goes rogue during a performance; Drea confronts a dance-moves thief; a world-renowned "philosopher" promotes her masterclass; Ashley, Gabrielle, Quinta and Robin distract themselves from the reality of the apocalypse.

---

**Card Sharks**

Episode 101

With a stage that transports television viewers to the casinos of Las Vegas, glitzy chandelier included, Card Sharks' series premiere begins with two players facing off in a head-to-head elimination race, where the winner claims a $10,000 cash prize and a chance to turn that amount into a life-changing payday.

---

**The Challenge: Total Madness**

Mad World

Twenty eight players face an intimidating first challenge, "Battle Lines", and then move into the most shocking living conditions in Challenge history. A new alliance threatens to topple the game while a stunning twist at elimination changes everyone’s expectations.

---

**The Circle**

Hello, Circle

Ready for first impressions? The experiment begins as the players craft their profiles and start connecting... for better or worse.

---

**Cosmos: Possible Worlds**

Seven Wonders Of The New World

Take a trip to the 2039 New York World's Fair, where the problems we now consider hopeless have been solved and thrilling possibilities exist.

---

**Couples Therapy**

Episode 101

Annie and Mau revisit a traumatic birthday. Elaine calls DeSean twenty times a day and he's fed up. Sarah wants a baby, but Lauren isn't ready. Three months into therapy, Evelyn and Alan make a painful decision. Dr. Orna Guralnik wrestles with an overwhelming sense of responsibility.

---

**Crank Yankers**

Jimmy Kimmel, Kathy Griffin & Jeff Ross

Shasta calls neighborhood watch on a white guy, a vape shop fields a complaint from Dr. Penis, and Elmer is thrilled with his new adult diapers.
Dancing With The Stars
Disney Night
Disney magic returned to the ballroom as Dancing with the Stars celebrated Disney Night! The entire DWTS cast danced to music from classic Disney films including Cinderella, The Lion King, Mary Poppins, and The Little Mermaid.

Halloween Night
The eight remaining couples returned to the ballroom floor to celebrate Halloween and all of the fun and creepy things that go bump-bump-bump in the night!

Season Finale
Four celebrity and pro-dancer couples return to the ballroom to compete and win the Mirrorball trophy.

Disneys Fairy Tale Weddings
Te Amo, Mi Amor, Again!
Hurricane Maria survivor, Gloriene surprises her husband of 13 years with a vow renewal and a sizzling performance by Latin Grammy winner Pedro Capo. Brieanna and Tyler celebrate a fairy tale with an Alice in Wonderland themed wedding.

Drunk History
Bad Blood
Mary Mallon spreads typhoid fever wherever she goes, and Cleopatra's younger sister Arsinoe schemes her way in and out of power in Ancient Egypt.

ENCORE!
Annie Get Your Gun
Twenty-one years ago, high school classmates from Satellite High School in Satellite Beach, Florida performed the Broadway classic "Annie Get Your Gun." Now, the cast returns to reprise the roles of their youth with the help of Broadway professionals.

Game On!
Celebrity Guests: Gabriel Iglesias & J.R. Smith
Keegan-Michael Key hosts, as Team Gronk (Rob Gronkowski, Bobby Lee and guest Gabriel Iglesias) competes against Team Venus (Venus Williams, Ian Karmel and basketball star J.R. Smith) in contests that include kicking a field goal during an L.A. Rams game and battling the strongest man in the world.

Haunted
Born Cursed
A boy who enters the world under special circumstances grows up convinced that an evil figure he calls "The Hangman" is following him and his family.

Holey Moley
Literally Jumping The Shark
America's favorite mini-golf competition series featuring commentators Rob Riggle and Joe Tessitore, sideline correspondent Jeannie Mai and Stephen Curry, swings into season two.
Hyperdrive
Semifinal: Last Chance
The course is downright diabolical. The margin of error is thinner than ever. The finale is nearly here.
Go, drivers, go!

The Iliza Shlesinger Sketch Show
Episode 3
Politicians go down the toilet with campaign promises, lesbian chefs serve it up hot, and a concerned family performs a topknot intervention.

Jimmy Kimmel Live!
Jimmy Kimmel Live In Brooklyn - Jon Stewart, Benedict Cumberbatch, Kelly Ripa, And Music From David Byrne
Jimmy fails to get his cartoon published in The New Yorker but is consoled and inspired by his buddy Jon Stewart. Benedict Cumberbatch and Kelly Ripa stop by for a chat, and David Byrne performs a stunning rendition of his song "One Fine Day" accompanied by The Brooklyn Youth Chorus.

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver
Episode 629
Main Story: A look at how SLAPP suits are designed to stifle public dissent, featuring both an update on a lawsuit against the show, and a musical number on the streets of New York featuring a troupe of dancers, Brian D'Arcy James, and a barbershop quartet of squirrels.

The Late Late Show With James Corden
Clown Fight
In "Clown Fight", James plays a regular clown who is drowning his sorrows with some fellow birthday party clowns because scary clowns keep taking their jobs. When Pennywise and Joker walk into the bar, a clown fight erupts. Featuring Cedric the Entertainer, Seth Green, Pete Holmes and Max Greenfield.
Crosswalk The Musical: Frozen (Featuring The Cast Of Frozen 2); And Guests Julie Andrews, Kristen Bell, Gary Clark Jr.
For the first time ever, Kristen Bell and Idina Menzel performed as Anna and Elsa, alongside Josh Gad, Jonathan Groff and James Corden in a Crosswalk the Musical featuring the songs from the Frozen movies.
The Late Late Christmas Show
James Corden packed the final episode of 2019 with a Billie Eilish Carpool Karaoke; a visit to Cats School with Taylor Swift, Rebel Wilson and more; a holiday music video by fake 90s boy band Boyz II Menorah; and Mariah Carey performing "All I Want for Christmas Is You."

Legendary
Once Upon A Time
A fairytale ball heats up as the Houses walk in hair, face, and runway categories. Actor and model Tyson Beckford joins the judges’ panel.

LEGO Masters
Mega City Block
The contestants each build a city block that is brought together as a huge city at the end.
Love Is Blind

Is Love Blind?
This season's singles enter the dating pod and talk romance, religion and sexuality. Who will feel a spark ... and who will find a soulmate?

Making It

What Are You Made Of?
Ten new Makers join Amy Poehler and Nick Offerman in the craft barn to show off their making skills. For their first Faster Craft, they will make a physical representation of themselves as a food item. For the Master Craft, they'll recreate a favorite craft from their youth.

Making The Cut

Heidi And Tim Are Back
Heidi Klum and Tim Gunn welcome 12 designers to New York, revealing their first fashion show will be at the Eiffel tower in Paris. These hopeful designers' styles will be judged by some of fashion's most famous names including Naomi Campbell, Nicole Richie, Joseph Altuzarra and Carine Roitfeld.

The Masked Singer

The Season Kick-Off Mask-Off: Group A
TV's guessing game returns and Jamie Foxx will be there to play along, as he joins host Nick Cannon and panelists Ken Jeong, Jenny McCarthy, Nicole Scherzinger and Robin Thicke. Eighteen celebrity singers wearing all-new custom-made costumes will perform.

Nailed It!

Let's Get Lit
Two bookish treats inspired by literature set the bakers up for epic fails: Shakespearean stained-glass window cookies and a pop-up "Moby Dick" cake.

Next In Fashion

Red Carpet
In it to win it, 18 designers pair up to concoct fabulous red-carpet looks. Will they go glam or "hooch-wench" for Monique Lhuillier and Eva Chen?

Press Your Luck

Episode 108
The series premiere of Press Your Luck, hosted by Elizabeth Banks, sees three contestants competing against each other, answering questions to earn spins on the Big Board. The contestants use their spins to win cash and prizes, while avoiding the WHAMMY, which could ultimately leave them with nothing.

Project Runway

The Height Of Avant-Garde Fashion
With only one challenge left to make it to New York Fashion Week, the remaining designers must think big to create an avant-garde look that is anything but ordinary. In a fashion first, the runway begins with a season long retrospective, outside and 16 stories high, at NYC's dramatic, "Vessel."
Queer Eye
We're In Japan!: The Ideal Woman
Bullied since childhood, manga artist Kae discovers the strength to break through the negativity, with encouragement from Naomi Watanabe and the gang.

Saturday Night Live
Host: Eddie Murphy
After 35 years, Eddie makes a return to SNL, which he talks about in his monologue. Eddie reprises his classic characters in "Mr. Robinson's Neighborhood," "Gumby"; "Velvet Jones" in game show "Black Jeopardy" and "Buckwheat" revealed in a parody of "The Masked Singer." Two performances by Lizzo.
Host: John Mulaney
John performs stand up for his monologue. Sketches include a parody of "16 Going On 17" from "The Sound Of Music"; an epic musical about buying airport sushi and John, Kate and Aidy competing for the affection of a navy admiral. Two live performances by David Byrne.

Sherman's Showcase
Meet Sherman
John Legend walks us through a history of the Showcase -- from host Sherman McDaniels' parentage, to the origin of the series, with highlights throughout the show's run from 1972 to present day.

Songland
Lady Antebellum
In the season two premiere, undiscovered songwriters are put center stage as they pitch their original material to multi-platinum trio Lady Antebellum and a panel of chart-topping music producers.

Sugar Rush
Science Of Sweets
The bakers bring their A-game in a trio of inventive, science-inspired rounds. Guest judge: actor Paris Berelc ("Alexa & Katie").
Winter Wonderland
The competition heats up with a wintry theme that sparks festive sweets and icy-cold flavors. Guest judge: Olympic ice-dancer Meryl Davis.

Survivor
I Vote You Out And That's It
In the premiere episode of season 39, 20 new contestants are split into two tribes of 10 and are marooned on two islands in Fiji. After the challenge, a member of the losing tribe goes to Island of the Idols before the tribe goes to tribal council.

Tiffany Haddish Presents: They Ready
April Macie
April Macie turns her rough upbringing into explicit gags that span dysfunctional family drama to a history lesson on the first vibrator.
The Titan Games
The Titan Games Premiere
The Titan Games premieres with a two-hour episode. Competitors from the Central division will compete in a best of three competition where the winner will move on to battle a Pro-Athlete Titan on Mt. Olympus, the consummate athletic test of speed, strength, agility and endurance.

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Episode 1152
The Tonight Show broadcasts from the University of Texas at Austin, opening with a musical production of “Thank God I’m a Country Boy.” Jimmy takes Matthew McConaughey’s film class and learns two-step from Chip and Joanna Gaines. Plus, Gucci Mane performs a trap-version of “The Eyes of Texas.”

Top Chef
The Jonathan Gold Standard
The chefs honor the late, great Pulitzer-Prize winning food critic Jonathan Gold. Drawing inspiration from Gold’s last guide list, the chefs go on a culinary odyssey visiting food trucks, mom-and-pop cafes, upscale eateries and ethnic cuisine. Noted food writer Ruth Reichl serves as guest judge alongside Padma, Tom and Gail.

Top Elf
Unwrapped
Six extraordinary kid creators are in the running for the title of Top Elf. Henry Danger’s Frankie Grande joins Santa and Ms. Jingles to judge life-sized action figures.

A Very Brady Renovation
Sunshine Day On Clinton Way
Barry Williams joins Lara Spencer and Jasmine Roth to recreate his attic bedroom, but in a very unexpected part of the house. Also, Jasmine pulls double duty working on Mike and Carol Brady’s master bedroom with Mike Lookinland.

The Voice
The Blind Auditions Part 5
Coaches Kelly Clarkson, Nick Jonas, John Legend and Blake Shelton vie to discover and coach the next singing phenomenon on the fifth and final night of Blind Auditions.

The Battles Premiere
The contestants stack up against one another and they go head-to-head in The Voice Battle Rounds.

We’re Here
Gettysburg, PA
Series premiere. Bob the Drag Queen, Eureka O’Hara, and Shangela Laquifa Wadley hit Gettysburg, PA in hopes that a one-night-only drag show will bring a historically divided community closer together.
World Of Dance
Qualifiers 1
In round one of "The Qualifiers," the competition gets turned on its head as the judges surprise contestants, who must now first perform in a stripped down warehouse to prove they have what it takes.

End of Category
Outstanding Production Design For A Variety Special

2019 American Music Awards
The 2019 American Music Awards honored and showcased the year's biggest names in music. Performances included Lizzo, Billie Eilish, Jonas Brothers, Taylor Swift, Post Malone and Dua Lipa. Taylor Swift received the Artist of the Decade award. The 2019 AMAs were hosted by Ciara.

Ben Platt Live From Radio City Music Hall
Backed by a full band and a ready wit, actor Ben Platt opens up a very personal songbook onstage -- numbers from his debut LP, "Sing to Me Instead."

Brad Paisley Thinks He's Special
Country music superstar, Brad Paisley, hosts this prime-time special. The variety special showcase the energy of Music City from Nashville's iconic War Memorial Auditorium through a combination of Paisley's signature humor, unexpected surprises, heartfelt field pieces and rousing musical performances.

Celebrity Escape Room
Courney Cox, Lisa Kudrow, Adam Scott and Ben Stiller in an escape room. The four must decipher clues and solve puzzles to gain their freedom before the clock runs out. They can ask the Game Master Jack Black for clues. Each room completed will earn money for Red Nose Day.

Christmas Under The Stars With John Legend
John Legend ushers in the Christmas season, singing holiday favorites like "Silver Bells" and his own hits, such as "All of Me." Reflecting on his own Christmas celebrations, Legend talks about childhood, traditions that mean the most, and the importance of family.

The 53rd Annual CMA Awards
The CMAs are presented to country music artists and broadcasters to recognize outstanding achievement in the country music industry. The televised annual ceremony features performances and award presentations by popular country music artists.

2019 CMT Music Awards
Little Big Town hosts country music's night, live from the Bridgestone Arena in Nashville! Superstar performances by Carrie Underwood, Kane Brown, Keith Urban, Luke Bryan, Maren Morris & Sheryl Crow, Zac Brown Band and more!

Daniel Sloss: X
Taped in Sydney, Australia, Sloss skewers society's gender constructs and mines his own personal experiences, flipping the script on what we've come to expect from male comedians in terms of talking about gender and sexuality. Sloss provides insights, along with his unexpurgated Scottish-level swearing and brazen disregard for uncomfortable topics.

Dave Chappelle: Sticks & Stones
Dave Chappelle takes on gun culture, the opioid crisis and the tidal wave of celebrity scandals in a defiant stand-up special filmed in Atlanta.

Dick Clark's New Years Rockin' Eve 2020 With Ryan Seacrest
The New Year's celebration was held live from Times Square. Highlights included the midnight countdown by Ryan Seacrest with Lucy Hale, live performances by Alanis Morisette and the cast of Jagged Little Pill, Sam Hunt, BTS and Post Malone and covered Times Square crowd ringing in the New Year.
**E! People's Choice Awards**

The E! People's Choice Awards celebrate all forms of entertainment, chosen solely by the fans -- For the People, By The People.

**Frankenstein's Monster's Monster, Frankenstein**

When actor David Harbour finds lost footage of his father's disastrous televised stage play of a literary classic, he uncovers shocking family secrets.

**77th Annual Golden Globe Awards**

Golden Globe Awards ceremony honoring both film and television achievements.

**62nd Grammy Awards**

Live music awards show with 23 live musical performances.

**Homefest: James Corden's Late Late Show Special**

James Corden hosted this global special safely from his own garage. Bringing people together to keep them apart. With performances of music, comedy and magic from artists all around the world; from London to Italy, South Korea to LA; raising much needed money and awareness for Covid-19.

**John Mulaney & The Sack Lunch Bunch**

John Mulaney and his kid pals tackle existential topics for all ages with catchy songs, comedy sketches and special guests in a nostalgic variety special.

**The Kacey Musgraves Christmas Show**

Kacey Musgraves' update on the classic holiday variety special features new songs and time-honored classics. Special guests include Camila Cabello, Kendall Jenner, James Corden, Lana Del Rey, the Radio City Rockettes, and many more.

**The Little Mermaid Live!**

This tribute to the animated classic takes viewers on a magical adventure under the sea as live musical performances by a star-studded cast are interwoven into the original feature film.

**Live In Front Of A Studio Audience: "All In The Family" And "Good Times"**

The special will take viewers down memory lane, recreating an original episode from "All in the Family" and "Good Times." This live, prime-time event hosted by Jimmy Kimmel and television icon Norman Lear will pay tribute to classic television sitcoms.

**Miss Universe**

90 women compete for the 2019 Miss Universe title.

**MTV Video Music Awards**

The VMAs are a celebration of music. With unparalleled performances and watershed moments, the show provides an open forum for artistry and expression that leaves an indelible mark on pop culture.

**My Favorite Shapes By Julio Torres**

The comedian, Saturday Night Live writer and Los Espookys star, Julio Torres, examines his favorite shapes – which include a plexiglass square, an oval that wishes it were a circle, a self-conscious cactus, a Ferrero Rocher chocolate and more. With guest voices that include Lin-Manuel Miranda, Ryan Gosling and Emma.
51st NAACP Image Awards

NBA Awards 2019
The NBA Awards is the official award show of the National Basketball Association. The 2019 NBA Awards were hosted by Shaquille O'Neal and featured the league’s top awards, special moments with players & celebrities.

The Oscars
A global broadcast honoring the filmmaking community, televised live in the U.S. and in more than 250 countries/territories, featuring 24 awards categories from Cinematography to Best Picture, with presenters including Rami Malek and Regina King, performances by Elton John and Idina Menzel, and wins by Laura Dern and Brad Pitt.

Savage X Fenty Show
The Savage X Fenty Show is a shoppable visual event, giving us a look into Rihanna’s creative process for her latest lingerie collection. Modeled by incredible, diverse talent; celebrating all genders and sizes; and featuring performances by the hottest music artists, nowhere else will you feel this kind of empowerment.

Whitmer Thomas: The Golden One
This stand-up show finds Whitmer Thomas returning home to the famed Flora-Bama Lounge, where his late mother and twin sister used to perform. The unconventional comic reflects on his Alabama childhood vs. his current life in L.A., his identity as an “aging-emo kid,” and more.

The Wonderful World Of Disney: Magical Holiday Celebration
Disney Parks kick off the holiday season with a special that brings families together with heartwarming moments, magical Disney sneak peaks and surprises, and celebrity musical performances from Sting, Shaggy, Portugal. The Man, Pentatonix, Ingrid Michaelson, Andy Grammer, Ally Brooke, and Lindsey Stirling.

End of Category